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From day one, infants are exposed to a complex world, and they need to acquire an extraordinary
amount of knowledge in order to be able to understand their environment and react meaningfully to it. How
do they acquire and represent this knowledge? Structured mental representations, in terms of categories
(e.g., animal, furniture) of concepts (e.g., dog, chair) have been shown to underlie fundamental cognitive abilities such as learning and using language, and influence the way humans perceive and react to their
environment.
We develop the first computational model which investigates process with which children acquire categories, and their associated features. Computational models of cognitive phenomena allow to systematically
investigate the influence of the input and processing constraints, and to draw conclusions about human
cognitive processing in general [1], and category learning in particular [2, 3].
Our model captures three important characteristics of child category acquisition. First, categories and
their features are acquired jointly, and the two aspects mutually influence each other [4]. Second, features of
categories are structured into feature types, which are shared across categories (e.g., animals have characteristic behaviors; tools have characteristic functions; and both categories have characteristic appearance) [5].
Finally, learning proceeds incrementally: children immediately integrate, and utilize, novel information of
the input they receive from their environment [6].
We formalize the above characteristics in a Bayesian model which acquires (a) categories, (b) feature types,
and (c) category-feature type associations from linguistic input. We approximate the learning environment
of the child with child-directed language [7]. While this ignores other modalities (e.g., visual or pragmatic),
learning from text corpora allows us to train and test our model on a large scale. We learn categories
(e.g., animal) of concepts (e.g., dog, cat) from linguistic mentions of concepts in their local context, which
serves as an approximation of the concepts’ features. Concepts with similar features are assigned the same
category. Our model represents both categories and feature types as clusters of words (cf. Figure 1).
Given a corpus of concept mentions in context, for each input we (1) draw the category of the observed
concept from a global distribution over concepts k ∼ p(θ); (2) draw a feature type from the category-specific
distribution over feature types g ∼ p(φ|k); and (3) draw a set of features from the feature type-specific
distribution over features fi ∼ p(ψ|g). Importantly, we estimate the parameters of our model incrementally
with particle filters [8], an incremental Monte Carlo method. Our model sequentially observes input data
(ordered wrt. the age of the addressed child), and updates its parameter estimates on-the-fly with the novel
information. Concretely, it maintains a set of parameter samples (‘particles’) which are individually updated
(propagated through time).
Evaluation shows that our model captures important characteristics of the learning process. Intuitively
meaningful categories, feature types and their associations emerge (Figure 1). The quality of the learnt
clusters improves steadily with incoming data (Figure 2). We also show that our model learns successfully under processing constraints which approach the cognitive constraints that humans are subjected to
(individual curves in Figure 2).
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Categories

(k7) tray bread carrot chair
bowl bag cheese biscuit
potato crayon table

(k2) nose eye
finger ear

(k1) candle cake

(k3) tiger elephant giraffe
lion whale penguin

(k6) bed duck
clock

(k8) pear apple peach
banana grape orange pea

(k4) sock shirt
dress mouth

Feature types

(g2) five six four
seven eight down
bed take dress many

(k5) cat

(g3) pussy cat puss
purdie ginger frighten
mouse white under tail

(g1) cake birth candle
nice blow chocolate
eat top piece mm

(g6) bed sleep time
book back read
down night duck tire

(g4) door open shut
close house ambulance
back next key car

(g7) fish bird sea
duck water eat yay
frog tree shark

(g5) tea cup plate nice
drink knife pour
need telephone coffee

Figure 1: Examples of model induced categories (k1 – k8; top) and feature types (g1 – g7; bottom).
Connecting lines indicate a strong association between the category and the respective feature type.
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Figure 2: Learning curves of category quality (pcf1; interpolated precision and recall) for models with
varying numbers of particles. Fewer particles correspond to more severe processing constraints.
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